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Cleaning pools keeps getting more and more interesting as technology leads the way
to take the elbow out of “elbow grease”. Robots and mechanical assistance in doing
heavy work and tedious tasks certainly can be alluring for some commercial pool
service companies. However, some might argue that there is no substitute for doing
some of the cleaning tasks the “old fashioned” way.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (Newswire.net-January 9, 2013) Tampa Bay-  Cleaning pools
keeps getting more and more interesting as technology leads the way to take the elbow out of “elbow grease”. 
Robots and mechanical assistance in doing heavy work and tedious tasks certainly can be alluring for some
commercial pool service companies.  However, some might argue that there is no substitute for doing some of the
cleaning tasks the “old fashioned” way. 

Cooper Pools in Tampa, has seen many innovations in the pool cleaning business in order to make things easier for
service providers that can utilize machinery instead of escalating their payrolls.  Without a doubt, the work is hard and
requires some serious physical effort, especially in the heat of the Florida sun.  There is something to be said for the
traditional manpower approach to scrubbing and vacuuming that gets out the grime and keeps the pools looking
pristine. 

There are also many other facets of servicing a pool including backwashing the filters and handling the motors and
machinery that require chemicals and filtration management.  Although much of the mixtures are quantitative and can
be measured with computers, there is still a level of human calculation and oversight that cannot be overlooked. 

With swimming pools proliferating in Tampa and the building economy picking up again, there seems top be a rising
demand for the servicing of these new and existing swimming pools.  A house looks very decorative with a nicely
landscaped patio and swimming pool, however unless it is properly maintained with the right chemical balance of
chemicals at all times, a nice looking pool can quickly turn to an algae pond with bacteria abound.  Cooper Tampa
Bay Pool Service sees this market as growing at leaps and bounds.  Their forte has always seemed to be on
customer service and head off the problems before they grow into larger and deeper ones. 

Having originally started in New Jersey, the adjustment from Northeastern weather to Florida made perfect sense for
the Cooper Pool group.  Certainly a much higher proportion of the community has pools in Tampa, but as important is
the longer warm weather season that requires a longer maintenance season as well. 

Contact Cooper Tampa Bay Pool Service for any questions regarding proper pool cleaning methods and any
commercial or residential service needs that may arise.    (813) 480-5357

http://www.coopertampabaypoolservice.com
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